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Announcements

• Rasperry Pi 3

• Midterm on Thursday

For those taking online, I will contact you about how the

midterm will work.
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Midterm Review

Closed book/laptop/phone but can have front of one

8.5x11 piece of paper worth of notes if you want.

1. Performance/Benchmarking

• Be familiar with the general idea of performance

counters and interpreting perf results.

• Benchmark choice: it should match what you plan to

do with the computer.

• Know a little about the difference between

integer benchmarks and floating point (integer have
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more random/ unpredictable behavior with lots of

conditionals; floating point are often regular looped

strides over large arrays or data sets)

• Be familiar with concept of skid.

2. Power

• Know the CMOS Power equation

• Energy, Energy Delay, Energy Delay Squared

• Idle Power Question

3. Branch Prediction

• Static vs Dynamic
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• 2-bit up/down counter

• Looking at some simple C constructs say expected

branch predict rate

4. Cache

• Given some paramaters (size, way, blocksize, addr

space) be able to calculate number of bits in tag,

index, and offset.

• Know why caches are used, that they exploit temporal

and spatial locality, and know the tradeoffs (speed vs

nondeterminism)
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• Be at least familiar with the types of cache misses

(cold, conflict, capacity)

• Know difference between writeback and write-through

• Be able to work a few simple steps in a cache example

(like in HW#5)

5. Prefetch

• Why have prefetchers?

• Common prefetch patterns?

6. Virtual Memory

• General concept of VM
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• Benefits of VM?

Memory Protection, each program has own address

space, allows having more memory than physical

memory, demand paging, copy-on-write for fork, less

memory fragmentation, etc.

• Why is TLB behavior important?

Depending on cache config:

worst case: (VIVT) every memory access looked up in

TLB best case: (PIPT) every cache miss looked up in

TLB
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CPU Power and Energy

• Became a trendy thing to research in 1999-2002

timeframe.

• Before that usually concern was with performance.

• These days energy results are often reported as a core

part of any architectural proposal, not as a separate

issue.

• The results discussed here are academic and may or may

not be implemented in actual chips.
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AMD Bulldozer Die Shot

Note which structures are big, using static power.
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CPU Power Breakdown

From Fan, Tang, Huan, Gao (ISLPED’05), Chinese Godson

MIPS CPU

They gave numbers, but unclear of workload, if static or

dynamic, etc.

• Cache 36%

• TLB 13%

• FALU 10%

• ROQueue 7%

• FMUL 6%
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• Float reg 5%

• Gen reg 5%

• MUL 2%

• MCUControl 2%

• ALU 1%

• Other 13%
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Thermal Concerns Too

Power density exceed hot plate, approaching rocket

nozzle

TODO: Find the Intel cite for this statement.
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Methodologies Used in These Papers

It varies, but many of these are from simulations

(sometimes validated). Anything from SPICE to “cycle-

accurate” simulators.
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Clock Generation

• Driving high-frequency load against capacitance, trying

to keep whole chip in sync.

• Extreme Case: Alpha 21264 H-tree, 32% of power?

• Half-frequency clocks (on both edge, so clock run half

as fast) (Mudge 2001)

• Asynchronous

• Locally Asynchronous (Divide to multiple clock domains)
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DVFS and other CPU Power/Energy Saving
Methods

• A lot of related work

• Will focus on actual implementations rather than

academic papers this time
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DVFS

• Voltage planes – on CMP might share voltage planes so

have to scale multiple processors at a time

• DC to DC converter, programmable.

• Phase-Locked Loops. Orders of ms to change. Multiplier

of some crystal frequency.

• Senger et al ISCAS 2006 lists some alternatives. Two

phase locked loops? High frequency loop and have

programmable divider?
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• Often takes time, on order of milliseconds, to switch

frequency. Switching voltage can be done with less

hassle.
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Adaptive Body Biasing

• Related to but not always considered part of DVFS

• Control voltage applied to body

• Change the threshold voltage

• Reduces leakage but slows performance
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